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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 01/26/2021

Description New 2024 Grand Design Transcend Xplor 315BH Grand Design Transcend Xplor
315BH highlights: Outside Kitchen 40" LED TV on Swing Arm Pet Drawer Front
Private Bedroom Double Slides Walk-In Shower   This travel trailer can
comfortably sleep nine people each night thanks to the added rear private
bunkhouse. Here, you'll find three bunks, a tri-fold sofa that can be optioned out
for a booth dinette, plus six drawers under the bunks for clothes. You will have the
front private bedroom all to yourselves with a queen bed and dual nightstands,
and any other guests can sleep on the U-shaped dinette in the main living area.
There is also an entertainment center here, a pet drawer under the 8 cu. ft. 12V
refrigerator, and a counter with stools to enjoy your coffee at.    The customer-
focused, quality-built Transcend Xplor travel trailers by Grand Design are your
ticket to fun and adventure. The upgraded Strongwall metal exterior will hold up
through the years, and the heated and enclosed underbelly means you can camp
in all seasons. You will appreciate the power tongue jack when it comes time to
set up, as well as the all-in-one utility center and the detachable power cord with
an LED light. These models include many outlets throughout, USB ports to charge
your gadgets, and an AM/FM/Bluetooth stereo with exterior speakers to keep you
entertained. The interior of the Transcend Xplor will have you feeling right at
home with upgraded residential furniture, a large, solid bedroom door, and
residential countertops, and the list goes on! Front Bedroom|Bunkhouse|Outdoor
Kitchen|U Shaped Dinette
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2024 Transcend Xplor 315BH $46,921
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 829482
VIN Number: brownsrvfeed-829482
Condition: New
Length: 435
GVW: 9995
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 2

Item address 30049 Highway 151, 29101, McBee, South Carolina, United States
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https://maps.google.com/?q=30049%20Highway%20151,%2029101,%20McBee,%20South%20Carolina,%20United%20States
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